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MULT-EPOCH METHOD FOR SAVING AND 
EXPORTING FILE SYSTEM EVENTS 

RELATED APPLICATION DATA 

0001. This application is a continuation of copending U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/283,960, filed Oct. 29, 2002, 
now U.S. Pat. No. and is related to U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 10/283,611, filed Oct. 29, 2002, now U.S. Pat. 
No. 7,213,040, all of which are hereby incorporated by ref 
CCC. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 This invention pertains to events, and more particu 
larly to allowing consumers to independently receive 
sequences of events. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003. There are times when a user (be it a person or a 
process on a computer) is interested in knowing what is 
happening on a computer system. Obviously, the user could 
sit and watch the computer system over time, observing 
changes as they happen. But this is not a practical Solution: the 
user would need to dedicate at least some of his attention to 
the computer system, and the computer system would have to 
grant the user fairly unfettered access to the computer system 
to check for events. 
0004 Rather than having the user directly observe the 
computer system, an alternative approach is to program the 
computer system to inform the user of events occurring on the 
system. This approach is better, in that it allows the user to do 
Something other than direct his attention to the computer 
system. Once an event occurs, the computer system notifies 
the user of the event. 
0005 But there are some problems with this approach. 
First, the computer system informs the user of events one at a 
time. Although sometimes a user is interested in only indi 
vidual events, more often the user is interested in looking at a 
number of events occurring over a period of time. Second, the 
interfaces to Such systems are usually proprietary. That is, to 
request that a user be notified of events, the user must use 
special tools, both to make the request and to receive the 
eVentS. 

0006. As an example of the first problem, consider a 
backup tool archiving the computer system. The backup tool 
is not interested in receiving individual events indicating 
changes to files on the computer system: the backup tool only 
wants to know what files have changed after the time the 
backup tool performs the archive. If the backup tool only 
receives individual events, the backup tool must then track the 
events until it is time to perform the archive. 
0007. A need remains for a way to provide a user with 
means to access events in a sequence preferably using a 
non-proprietary interface that addresses these and other prob 
lems associated with the prior art. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. The invention is a method and apparatus for han 
dling event distribution to consumers. Consumers can define 
epochs as they desire. As events occur, the system logs the 
events and associates them with active epochs. When con 
Sumers are ready to receive events, they close the epochs they 
opened and request the events. The system then sends the 
events associated with the closed epochs one at a time. After 
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processing, the events can be removed (or at least disassoci 
ated from the epochs). All interactions between the consum 
ers and the system occur using non-proprietary application 
program interfaces. 
0009. The foregoing and other features, objects, and 
advantages of the invention will become more readily appar 
ent from the following detailed description, which proceeds 
with reference to the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0010 FIG. 1 shows a computer configured to manage 
events for consumers, according to an embodiment of the 
invention. 
0011 FIG. 2 shows a timeline of events and epoch begin 
nings and endings occurring in the computer of FIG. 1, 
according to an embodiment of the invention. 
0012 FIG. 3 shows events occurring in the computer of 
FIG. 1 stored in a b-tree, according to an embodiment of the 
invention. FIG. 4 shows events in the b-tree of FIG. 3 being 
sent to consumers, according to an embodiment of the inven 
tion. 
(0013 FIG. 5 shows event 505 in the b-tree of FIG.3 being 
disassociated from epoch 3, according to an embodiment of 
the invention. 
0014 FIG. 6 shows how events are compressed in the 
computer of FIG. 1, according to a preferred embodiment of 
the invention. 
(0015 FIG. 7 shows an event list in the computer of FIG. 1 
with linked events, according to an embodiment of the inven 
tion. 
(0016 FIGS. 8A-8B show a flowchart of the procedure for 
associating events with epochs in the computer of FIG. 1, 
according to an embodiment of the invention. 
(0017 FIGS. 9A-9C show a flowchart of the procedure for 
sending events in the computer of FIG. 1 to a consumer, 
according to an embodiment of the invention. 
0018 FIG. 10 shows a time domain server interacting with 
a source server, such as the computer of FIG. 1, to store data 
and metadata, according to an embodiment of the invention. 
0019 FIG. 11 shows a timeline of events occurring during 
an epoch that are returned to the time domain server of FIG. 
10, according to an embodiment of the invention. 
0020 FIG. 12 shows the time domain server of FIG. 10 
interacting with a client, according to an embodiment of the 
invention. 
(0021 FIG. 13 shows a display returned to a client of FIG. 
12 by the time domain server of 
0022 FIG. 12, according to an embodiment of the inven 
tion. 
(0023 FIGS. 14A-14C show a flowchart of the procedure 
for storing changes on the time domain server of FIG. 10, 
according to an embodiment of the invention. 
(0024 FIGS. 15A-15C show a flowchart of the procedure 
for responding to a query from a client by the time domain 
server of FIG. 10, according to an embodiment of the inven 
tion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

0025 FIG. 1 shows a computer configured to manage 
events for consumers, according to an embodiment of the 
invention. In FIG. 1, computer 105 acts as a server, allowing 
others to access data. But a person skilled in the art will 
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recognize that computer 105 does not have to be limited to a 
server, and can be any variety of device capable of allowing 
others to access data. 

0026 Computer 105 includes file system 110, which man 
ages the storage of data on volume 115. Volume 115 can be 
physically within the box that is computer 105, or volume 115 
can be remote from computer 105, as required. Volume 115 
can also span multiple physical storage devices, if needed (for 
example, a storage area network (SAN)). 
0027. In the server embodiment, computer 105 interacts 
with clients such as client 120. Client 120 is shown as a 
desktop computer system, including computer 125, monitor 
130, keyboard 135, and mouse 140, but a person skilled in the 
art will recognize that client 120 can take other forms. For 
example, client 120 can be, among others, a dumb terminal, 
an Internet appliance, or a handheld computing device, with 
the accordant variations in configuration. FIG. 1 does not 
show additional components that can be part of client 120, 
Such as a printer or other input/output devices, nor does FIG. 
1 show the typical components that comprise client 120. Such 
as the central processing unit, memory, local storage, etc. 
0028. As client 120 interacts with data stored in volume 
115 of computer 105, the interactions generate events. For 
example, when client 120 saves a file to volume 115, the act 
of saving the file triggers an event. Other common types of 
events include modifications to either the data or metadata of 
files, deletions of files, and renamings of files (a special type 
of modification to metadata). File system 110 forwards these 
events to event list manager 145, which stores the events in 
event storage 150. Event list manager 145 is responsible for 
storing events as they are generated by file system 110, for 
associating events with active epochs, for retrieving events as 
requested by event consumers (a user, computer, or computer 
process interested in receiving events from computer 105), 
and for eventually deleting events once they are no longer 
needed. 

0029. Although client 120 can be an event consumer, there 
is no requirement that the client that generates an event be a 
consumer of the event. Thus, other consumers, such as event 
consumer 155, can be notified about events occurring in com 
puter 105. As with client 120, event consumer 155 can take 
any form of machine, and is not limited to any particular 
embodiment of a computer. Event consumer 155 uses inter 
face 160 to interface with events in computer 105. In a first 
preferred embodiment, event consumer 155 uses file system 
read and write commands (typically in eXtensible Markup 
Language (XML)) to communicate with interface 160 about 
events. In a second preferred embodiment, interface 160 pro 
cesses a Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) XML stream 
from event consumer 155 to interface with events. In either 
case, interface 160 is responsible for translating messages 
between event consumer 155 and event request handler 165 
(described further below). In both of the preferred embodi 
ments, the commands used to interact with events are stan 
dard application program interfaces (APIs) and are, as such, 
are non-proprietary. 
0030 Event request handler 165 processes five types of 
messages from event consumer 155: declare the start and/or 
end of an epoch, ping event request handler 165, request one 
or more events (and receive them, if available) from event list 
manager 145, remove an event from event list manager 145. 
and terminate an epoch. Each of these actions is described 
below in turn. 
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0031 When event consumer 155 declares the start or end 
of an epoch, event consumer 155 is indicating the start or end 
(respectively) of an interval of interest. To declare the start of 
an epoch, event consumer 155 sends a request to interface 
160, which translates the request appropriately to event 
request handler 165. Event request handler 165 parses the 
message and signals event list manager 145 to begin a new 
epoch. Event list manager 145 returns an epoch number to 
event request handler 165, which forwards the epoch number 
to interface 160 for translation and transmission to event 
consumer 155. The epoch number can be combined with an 
identification number (which can use a Globally Unique 
IDentifier (GUID)) to help guard against accidental misiden 
tification of epochs by event consumers. Event list manager 
145 stores internally the epoch number and tracks the epoch 
as active (that is, events occurring after the current point in 
time are considered to be occurring during the epoch). 
Declaring the end of an epoch is a similar procedure, except 
that event consumer 155 includes in the message the number 
of the epoch being ended. Once an epoch is ended, its state is 
changed to in-use, which means that events are being read 
from the epoch. 
0032. In assigning an epoch number to the epoch declared 
by event consumer 155, event list manager 145 assigns a 
unique epoch number to the new epoch. By assigning unique 
epoch numbers, each event consumer is given the impression 
that they are the sole consumer of events in computer 105. 
That is, event consumer 155 receives and processes events 
from computer 105 without regard or concern for the events 
that might be processed by another event consumer. This 
allows many event consumers to work in parallel asynchro 
nously. 
0033 Event consumer 155 can send a ping message to 
event request handler 165. By sending a ping message, event 
consumer 155 lets event request handler 165 know that event 
consumer 155 is still alive and in communication with event 
request handler 165. As described further below with refer 
ence to FIGS. 9A-9C, the system can be configured to end 
epochs that are left open for too long without a communica 
tion from the event consumer. Ping messages alert event 
request handler 165 that the epoch should not be ended as 
though event consumer 155 forgot to end the epoch or lost 
contact with event request handler 165. Effectively, ping mes 
sages enable event consumer 155 to keep an epoch open for an 
extended period of time. 
0034. Once an epoch has been ended, event consumer 155 
can request an event from the epoch through interface 160. 
Event request handler 165 passes the request to event list 
manager 145, which checks event storage 150 to determine if 
there are any events in event storage 150 that occurred during 
the epoch. If there is an event in event storage 150, then event 
list manager 145 retrieves the event and returns it to event 
request handler 165, which delivers the event (through inter 
face 160) to event consumer 155. If there is no event associ 
ated with the epoch in event storage 150, then event list 
manager returns a message that there are no events, which 
event request handler 165 and interface 160 return to event 
consumer 155. 

0035. Event consumer 155 can also request more than one 
event from the epoch through interface 160. In that case, after 
event request handler 165 forwards the request to event list 
manager 145, event list manager 145 retrieves as many events 
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as will fit into a message. In this manner, event list manager 
145 can return more than one event at a time to event con 
Sumer 155. 

0036. Once event consumer 155 has processed an event, 
event consumer 155 can send a message to remove the event 
from event storage 150. When event list manager 145 receives 
the event (through interface 160 and event request handler 
165), event list manager 145 disassociates the event from the 
epoch. If it turns out that the event is no longer associated with 
any other epochs, then event list manager 145 can remove the 
event from event storage 150. 
0037. Once event consumer 155 has consumed all the 
events in the epoch (or at least all the events of interest to event 
consumer 155), event consumer 155 can send a message 
indicating that the epoch can be terminated. Typically, this 
request is made after event consumer 155 has processed all 
the events associated with the epoch in event storage 150, but 
the termination message can be sent before then if desired. 
Terminating the epoch involves disassociating any events still 
associated with the epoch (and removing any events that are 
not associated with any epochs) and changing the state of the 
epoch from in-use to not-in-use. 
0038. Typically, client 120 and event consumer 155 inter 
act with computer 105 across a network, such as network 170. 
Network 170 can be any variety of network including, among 
others, a local area network (LAN), a wide area network 
(WAN), a global network (such as the Internet), and a wireless 
network (for example, using Bluetooth or any of the IEEE 
802.11 standards). But a person skilled in the art will also 
recognize that client 120 and/or event consumer 155 can have 
a direct connection to computer 105, without crossing a net 
work. 
0039 FIG. 2 shows a timeline of events and epoch begin 
nings and endings occurring in the computer of FIG. 1, 
according to an embodiment of the invention. In FIG. 2, 
timeline 205 represents time on computer 105 of FIG. 1, with 
earlier time toward the left of timeline 205 and later time 
toward the right of timeline 205. At some point, as shown by 
box. 210, epochs 3 and 4 are started (most likely, not at the 
same time: box 210 simply shows epochs 3 and 4 as being 
active wherever timeline 205 begins in FIG. 2). As shown in 
box 215, a file (file 1.txt) is created. This creates event 220, 
which stores what happened (creation of file 1.txt) and the 
epochs that were active at the time the event occurred (3 and 
4). Eventually, at box 225, epoch 4 is ended. Later, at box 230, 
file 2.txt is modified. Event 235 stores the event (modification 
of file 2.txt) and which epochs were active (3). Later, at box 
240, epoch 5 is started. When file 3.txt is deleted in box 245, 
event 250 stores the event (deletion of file 3.txt) and the active 
epochs (3 and 5). 
0040 FIG. 3 shows events occurring in the computer of 
FIG. 1 stored in a b-tree, according to an embodiment of the 
invention. The use of b-trees to store events is preferred, 
although a person skilled in the art will recognize that other 
data structures can be used to store events. Ab-tree is a data 
structure designed to minimize the number of nodes that are 
traversed in searching for a particular node in the tree. B-trees 
are known in the art and will not be described here. FIG. 3 
shows a b-tree with only three nodes and a height of one, but 
a person skilled in the art will recognize that b-trees can have 
any number of nodes and can have any depth desired. 
0041. In a preferred embodiment, nodes in b-tree 305 are 
keyed by file system ID, with all events associated with a 
particular file system object stored in a single node. That is, 
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when an event first touches an object on the file system, the ID 
used by the file system to identify the object is used as the key 
for a new node in b-tree 305. The node thus created is then 
filled with additional information, such as: the type of event 
and the epochs that were active when the event occurred. 
When other events happen to the file system object, assuming 
the node has not been removed from b-tree 305 these addi 
tional events are added to the pre-existing node. 
0042. The node can store additional information beyond 
just the file systemID, the type of event, and the epochs active 
during the event. For example, normally the name of a file is 
stored in the file's metadata, which can be accessed from the 
file system using the file system 
0043. ID. But when a file is deleted, its metadata is lost 
from the file system. Similarly, when a file is renamed, its 
original name is lost. To enable an event consumer to know 
the name of the file that was deleted or renamed, the file's 
name can be stored in the node in b-tree 305 keyed to the file 
system ID of the affected file. 
0044 B-tree 305 shows three nodes 310, 315, and 320. 
Node 310 stores a file create event for the file with file system 
ID 0x04, named 1.txt. The epochs that were active during the 
file create event were epochs 3 and 4. Node 315 stores a file 
modify event, which can representa modification of either the 
file's data or metadata. The file, identified as file system ID 
0x02, was named 2.txt, and the modify event occurred when 
only epoch 3 was active. 
0045 Node 320 is a little different from nodes 310 and 
315. Node 320 stores a file delete event. The deleted file had 
the file system ID of 0x03, and the epochs that were active 
when the file was deleted were epochs 3 and 5. In this situa 
tion, because the name of the file is lost when the event occurs, 
the name of the file is stored in the node. The name of the file 
is associated with each epoch active at the time the event 
occurs. The reason the name is associated with the active 
epochs, rather than just being stored once in the node, has to 
do with event compression, and is discussed further below 
with reference to FIG. 6. 

0046 Although b-tree 305 is shown with nodes keyed to 
the file system ID, a person skilled in the art will recognize 
that events can be organized in b-tree 305 in other ways. For 
example, each event occurring on the file system can be 
assigned a unique event number, which can be used to key 
into b-tree 305. 

0047 FIG. 4 shows events in the b-tree of FIG. 3 being 
sent to consumers, according to an embodiment of the inven 
tion. Assuming that after the last event occurs in FIG. 2 
epochs 3 and 5 (the only active epochs) are ended, FIG. 4 
shows which events would be reported to which consumers. 
Each event consumer is notified of events that occurred dur 
ing the epoch managed by that event consumer. Since event 
310 occurred during epochs 3 and 4, event 310 would be 
reported to event consumers 1 (155) and 2 (405). Event 315 
occurred only during epoch 3, and so would only be reported 
to event consumer 1 (155). Event 320 occurred during epochs 
3 and 5, and so would be reported to event consumers 1 (155) 
and 3 (410). 
0048 FIG. 5 shows event 505 in the b-tree of FIG.3 being 
disassociated from epoch 3, according to an embodiment of 
the invention. When event 505 is disassociated from epoch 3, 
event 505 is no longer associated with any epochs. As a result, 
event 505 can be removed from b-tree 305 (as shown by the 
dashed line around event 505). On the other hand, when 
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events 510 or 515 are disassociated from epoch 3, since they 
are still associated with other epochs, the events are not 
removed from b-tree 305. 
0049 FIG. 6 shows how events are compressed in the 
computer of FIG. 1, according to a preferred embodiment of 
the invention. When events affect the same object on the file 
system, the events are considered related. For example, events 
that affect a file are related, as are events that affect the volume 
as a whole. Although most events occurring on the Volume are 
events affecting files, a person skilled in the art will recognize 
that events can affect objects other than files: for example, 
directories on the volume or the volume as a whole. Events 
can also affect objects off the Volume: for example, a connec 
tion from the volume to a remote volume. 
0050. In FIG. 6, the first event to occur is a file create event 
for file a..txt. Keying off the file system ID for the newly 
created file, new node 605 in the b-tree is created. The file 
create event is included in node 605 (shown as event 610), and 
epoch 5, the currently active epoch (and shown as epoch 615), 
is associated with the event. (There can also be other currently 
active epochs listed in epoch 615.) 
0051. At some laterpoint, a new epoch (epoch9) is started, 
and at some further point, file a..txt is renamed to file b.txt. 
When the b-tree is searched for the file systemID of the object 
(which is the key used in searching the b-tree), node 605 is 
located. Since a rename is simply a modification of the file 
metadata, the event is stored as file modify event 620, asso 
ciated with node 617. (The node is renumbered in FIG. 6 from 
node 605 to node 617 not because a new node is added to the 
b-tree, but rather to allow reference to different data stored in 
the node of the b-tree.) Because epoch 9 is active at the time 
of the event, epoch 625 identifies epoch9 as active during the 
file rename. 
0052. Note that epoch 5 is not listed as an active epoch in 
epoch 625. Instead, because epoch 5 was active at the time of 
the file create event, the two events (file creation and file 
rename) can be compressed. If epoch 5 were to end at this 
point, only one event file create event 610 would be 
reported to the event consumer. The fact that the file was 
created with one name and then renamed to a new name is not 
important to the event consumer: the event consumer only 
cares about the fact that there is a new file on the file system, 
with the file name b.txt. 
0053. The rules that explain why epoch 9 is associated 
with file modify event 620 and epoch 5 is associated only with 
file create event 610 also apply to any other active epochs. If 
the epoch was active when the file was created, there is no 
need to indicate that file modify event 620 also occurred. But 
if the epoch was not active when the file was created, then the 
epoch would be associated with file modify event 620. 
0054 If the file is later renamed from b.txt to c.txt (and 
assuming that neither epochs 5 nor 9 are ended before the 
second file rename), note that node 617 would not change. 
Epoch 5, having persisted through the file create event and 
both file modify events, would still compress to a single file 
create event with the latest file name (now c.txt). Epoch 9, 
persisting through two file rename events, would compress to 
a single file modify event, renaming the file froma.txt to c.txt. 
(Of course, as other epochs start and end between these 
events, the way the other epochs are stored in node 617 of the 
b-tree can vary from how epochs 5 and 9 are stored.) 
0.055 As mentioned above, related events are linked in 
event list 705 to enable event compression. It is preferred that 
a minimal number of events be reported to event consumers. 
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For example, if a file is created and then deleted in the same 
epoch, the event consumer will not be notified about either 
event. This is useful, for example, where data on the volume 
is being archived. The archive tool is not interested in know 
ing about temporary files that were created and deleted since 
the last archive operation: only the files that are still on the 
system and have been changed. By compressing events to 
minimize the number of reported events. Such goals are Sup 
ported. 
0056. For example, eventually the event consumer that is 
using epoch 5 will end the epoch (assuming normal proce 
dure). When the event list manager finds node 617 in the 
b-tree, the event list manager will report out to the event 
consumer the create event, identifying the file by its ultimate 
name. The event consumer will not report out to the event 
consumer the separate file create and file modify events. On 
the other hand, when the event consumer that is using epoch 
9 requests events, when the event list manager finds node 617 
in the b-tree, it will report out the file rename event, and not 
the file create event. As far as this event consumer is con 
cerned, file a..txt existed when the epoch began. (This can 
happen, for example, when an event consumer ends one 
epoch and begins another.) 
0057 Although FIG. 6 shows a preferred embodiment for 
managing event compression, a person skilled in the art will 
recognize that there are other ways to compress events. 
Instead of compressing events at the time the events occur, the 
events can be compressed when the event consumer requests 
the events. FIG. 7 shows an event list in the computer of FIG. 
1 with linked events, according to an embodiment of the 
invention, representing the events explained above with ref 
erence to FIG. 6. That is, first file a..txt is created, then the file 
is renamed to b.txt, and then renamed again to c.txt. In FIG. 7. 
event list 705 is shown with only the three related events, but 
a person skilled in the art will recognize that event list 705 can 
have any number of events, which might or might not be 
related in any combination. Event 12 (entry 707) identifies the 
creation of file a..txt. Event 14 (entry 710) identifies that file 
a.txt was renamed to b.txt. Event 16 (entry 715) identifies that 
the file b.txt was renamed to c.txt. When events 14 (entry 710) 
and 16 (entry 715) are added to event list 705, the event list 
manager searches event list 705 for any related events. 
0058. In searching event list 705, the event list manager 
finds that events 12 (entry 707) and 14 (entry 710) are cur 
rently in the event list and affect the same file. (Of course, 
event 14 (entry 710) is only located in event list 705 when 
event 16 (entry 715) is added to event list 705.) Accordingly, 
when the event list manager adds event 14 (entry 710) to event 
list 705, the event list manager links the two events (shown by 
link 720). Later, when the event list manager adds event 16 
(entry 715) to event list 705, the event list manager updates 
link 720 to link all three events. Then, when the event list 
manager later retrieves either event, it will find the link to the 
other event, which can be used for event compression. 
0059 Normally, when the event list manager finds a 
related event in event list 705, each event is given its own 
entry in event list 705, and the events are linked. But in the 
special case where the active epochs for both events are the 
same, the event list manager can combine the two events with 
one entry in event list 705. For example, if the only active 
epochs during event 16 (entry 715) had been epochs 5 and 9. 
event 14 (entry 710) could have been modified to reflect a 
single rename from a.txt to c.txt. But since the active epochs 
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at the time of event 16 (entry 715) were different from the 
active epochs at the time of event 14 (entry 710), these entries 
cannot be combined. 
0060. As described above with reference to FIG. 5, events 
can be removed when they are no longer associated with any 
epochs. For example, once event 12 (entry 707) is disassoci 
ated from epoch 5, event 12 (entry 707) can be removed from 
event list 705. In addition, link 720 can be modified to only 
link events 14 (entry 710) and 16 (entry 715). Later, when 
epoch 9 is ended and after event 14 (entry 710) has been 
disassociated from both epochs 5 and 9, event 14 (entry 710) 
can be removed. At this point, event 16 (entry 715) cannot be 
compressed with any other events, and link 720 is no longer 
needed. So it can be removed. 
0061 FIGS. 8A-8B show a flowchart of the procedure for 
associating events with epochs in the computer of FIG. 1, 
according to an embodiment of the invention. In FIG. 8A, at 
step 805, an epoch is started for a consumer. Note that step 
805 is not located anywhere in particular in the flowchart. 
This is because step 805 can occur at any time by an event 
consumer (although each event consumer should have only 
one epoch open at any time), and can occur more than once (as 
multiple event consumers can independently start their own 
epochs). 
0062. At step 810, the event list manager receives an event 
from the file system. At step 815, the event list manager 
determines if there are any open epochs. If not, then the event 
does not need to be stored. Otherwise, at step 820 the event list 
manager checks to see if there is a node for the object in the 
event list. If not, then at step 825 a node is added to the event 
list for the object. 
0063. At step 830 (FIG. 8B), the event is compressed with 
any other events in the node. At step 835, the event list 
manager checks to see if compression has resulted in the 
event being associated with every active epoch. If not, then at 
step 840 the event is added to the node, and at step 845 any 
remaining epochs are associated with the event. Processing 
resumes at step 810, waiting for another event to be received 
from the file system. 
0064. In a preferred embodiment, compression occurs as 
described above with reference to FIG. 6. But a person skilled 
in the art will recognize that compression can occur in other 
ways. For example, instead of compressing related events in 
the node, related events can be linked, as described above 
with reference to FIG. 7. In that case, however, steps 840 and 
845 are performed before step 830, so that the event can be 
linked to related events. 
0065 FIGS. 9A-9C show a flowchart of the procedure for 
sending events in the computer of FIG. 1 to a consumer, 
according to an embodiment of the invention. In FIG.9A, at 
step 905, the event list manager receives a signal to end an 
epoch for an event consumer. At step 910, the epoch is ended 
and its status changed to in-use. At step 915, the event list 
manager receives a request for an event in the epoch. At step 
920, the event list manager determines if there is an event in 
the epoch. 
0066. If there is an event associated with the epoch in the 
event list, then at step 925 (FIG. 9B), the event list manager 
reads an event in the epoch from the event list. At step 930 the 
event list manager determines if the event is linked to any 
related events. If so, then at step 935, the event list manager 
reads the related events. At step 940, the event list manager 
eliminates any related events that are not associated with the 
epoch, and at step 945 the event list manager compresses the 
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remaining related events with the event read at step 925. The 
event (compressed with any related events that occurred dur 
ing the epoch) is sent to the event consumer at step 950. At this 
point, the event consumer can process the event. At step 955, 
the event list manager receives a signal to remove the event. 
0067. Note that steps 930-945 are shown with dashed 
lines. As described above with reference to FIG. 6, in a pre 
ferred embodiment related events are compressed at the time 
the events occur. In the preferred embodiment, step 950 
immediately follows step 925, as there is no need to perform 
event compression when the event is requested. Steps 930 
945 are performed when events are compressed at the time an 
event is requested, as described above with reference to FIG. 
7 
0068. In a preferred embodiment, step 925 is only guaran 
teed to locate an event in the epoch, if one exists. There is no 
guarantee about which event will be accessed by the event list 
manager. For example, there is no guarantee that events will 
be reported to the event consumer in the order in which they 
occurred. But a person skilled in the art will recognize that the 
operation of the event list manager can be modified as desired 
to achieve specific behaviors. For example, by keying events 
in the b-tree to unique event numbers assigned sequentially, 
the event list manager can be designed to return events to the 
event consumer in the order in which the events occurred. 
0069. At step 960 (FIG.9C), the event list manager disas 
Sociates the epoch from the event and any related events. At 
step 965, the event list manager determines if the event or any 
of the related events are no longer associated with an epoch. 
If the event or any of the related events are no longer associ 
ated with an epoch, then at step 970 the event list manager 
removes the event or related events no longer associated with 
an epoch from the event list. In the preferred embodiment, 
where a b-tree is used to store the event list and nodes in the 
b-tree are keyed by the file system ID, if there are no events 
associated with the node in the b-tree then the node can also 
be removed from the b-tree at step 970. Processing then 
continues with step 915 of FIG.9A. 
0070 A person skilled in the art will recognize that the 
order of steps 915-970 as shown in FIGS.9A-9C is suggested, 
but not required. For example, an event consumer might 
choose to process events from the epoch without signaling 
that the events be removed from the event list. Alternatively, 
the event consumer might process Some events, signal that 
they be removed, then process other events, and so on. For 
simplicity of representation, FIGS. 9A-9C show the event 
consumer processing an event and request the event be 
removed before requesting a new event, but a person skilled in 
the art will recognize that the order of steps shown in FIGS. 
9A-9C is not binding. 
0071. Eventually, the event list manager will find no fur 
ther events associated with the epoch. At that point, in step 
975 of FIG. 9A the event list manager sends a signal that all 
events in the epoch have been processed. But it can happen 
that the event consumer will decide on its own to terminate 
event processing, even though there might be events still 
associated with the epoch. (Note the dashed line on FIG.9A, 
leading into the branch to step 980.) In any event, once step 
980 (FIG. 9C) is reached, the event list manager receives a 
signal to terminate an epoch. At step 985, the epoch's status is 
changed to not-in-use. At Step 990, any remaining events 
associated with the epoch are disassociated with the epoch, 
and at step 995, any events that are no longer associated with 
any epochs are removed from the event list. 
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0072 A person skilled in the art will recognize that the 
order of steps 915-970 as shown in FIGS.9A-9C is suggested, 
but not required. For example, an event consumer might 
choose to process events from the epoch without signaling 
that the events be removed from the event list. Alternatively, 
the event consumer might process Some events, signal that 
they be removed, then process other events, and so on. For 
simplicity of representation, FIGS. 9A-9C show the event 
consumer processing an event and requesting the event be 
removed before requesting a new event, but a person skilled in 
the art will recognize that the order of steps shown in FIGS. 
9A-9C is not binding. 
0073. As mentioned above, one use of epochs is to support 

file archival operations. FIG. 10 shows a time domain server 
interacting with a source server, Such as the computer of FIG. 
1, to store data and metadata, according to an embodiment of 
the invention. Time domain server 1005 includes file manager 
1010, which interacts with time domain server storage 1015. 
Time domain server storage 1010 can be any variety of stor 
age, from an individual Volume physically connected to time 
domain server 1005, to wireless storage, to a storage area 
network, among others. Depending on the particular imple 
mentation of time domain storage server 1015, file manager 
1010 and the connection between time domain server 1005 
and time domain server storage 1015 can vary. 
0074 Time domain server storage 1015 includes source 
server version storage 1020 and database 1025. Source server 
version storage 1020 stores versions offiles retrieved from the 
various source servers, such as server 105 and its associated 
volume 115. Although a network connection is not shown 
between time domain server 1005 and server 105, a person 
skilled in the art will recognize that time domain server 1005 
and source server 105 typically communicate across a net 
work, and that the network can be of any known variety, Such 
as local area networks (LANs), wide area networks (WANs). 
or wireless networks (such as those using Bluetooth or any of 
the IEEE 802.11 standards). 
0075 Database 1025 provides for indexing of data stored 
in source server version storage 1020. Database 1025 stores 
information about the files in Source server version storage 
1015, indexing the file data (that is, content) and metadata 
(that is, information about the file, such as file name, size, date 
last modified, etc.) Database 1025 can also store access con 
trol information for the files in source server version storage 
1020. Access control information controls which users can 
access particular files. For example, if a user is not permitted 
access to a file on source server 105, then that user is to be 
denied access to copies of the file stored in source server 
version storage 1020 on time domain server storage 1015 of 
time domain server 1005. 

0076 Although FIG.10 shows time domain server 1005 in 
communication with only one source server (server 105), 
time domain server 1005 can support multiple source servers. 
That is, there can be any number of source server version 
storages 1020 in time domain server storage 1015; one for 
each volume time domain server 1005 supports. Similarly, 
there is preferably a different database 1025 associated with 
each source server version storage 1020, indexing the files in 
that particular source server version storage 1020. 
0077. Although FIG. 10 describes time domain server 
1005 by itself, a person skilled in the art will recognize there 
can be more than one time domain server. Each time domain 
server can be configured to Support as many source servers as 
desired. In addition, there can be overlap in the source servers 
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Supported by each time domain server. That is, a single source 
server can be archived by more than one time domain server. 
In Such a situation, each time domain server archiving the 
Source server can use its own epoch declaration to archive the 
source server, without needing to coordinate with the other 
time domain servers Supporting the source server. Each time 
domain server acts as an event consumer of the Source server, 
as described above with reference to FIGS. 1-9C, and each 
time domain server operates independently of any other time 
domain servers. 

0078 Aside from time domain server storage 1015, time 
domain server 1005 includes event handler 1030, scheduler 
1035, policy manager 1040, and search database manager 
1045. Event handler 1030 is responsible for managing epochs 
and events from server 105. 

(0079 Specifically, event handler 1030 requests the start 
and end of an epoch, requests events from server 105, and 
processes the events. Scheduler 1035 is responsible for deter 
mining when to request events from server 105 (that is, when 
the epoch is to end). Scheduler 1035 interfaces with policy 
manager 1040 to determine how long time domain server 
1005 is to go between copying files from server 105. 
0080 Aside from instructing scheduler 1035 as to when to 
declare the end of an epoch, policy manager 1040 has other 
responsibilities. Among others, policy manager 1040 stores 
the policy that decides whether or not a particular file is to be 
archived. Policy manager 1040 is also responsible for deter 
mining when to delete versions of files stored on time domain 
server storage 1015 (for example, when the versions have 
been around too long, or when there are too many versions of 
the file in time domain server storage 1015). 
I0081 Search database manager 1045 is responsible for 
interfacing with database 1025 on time domain server storage 
1015. Search database manager 1045 updates database 1025 
to index newly stored files. Search database manager 1045 
also supports client requests for archived files (described 
further below with reference to FIGS. 12 and 15A-15C). 
I0082 FIG. 11 shows a timeline of events occurring during 
an epoch that are returned to the time domain server of FIG. 
10, according to an embodiment of the invention. Timeline 
1105 shows events occurring as time moves from left to right; 
events above timeline 1105 occur in the time domain server, 
and events below timeline 1105 occur in the source server. At 
box 1110, the time domain server declares the start of an 
epoch. Events 1115, 1120, and 1125 occurat various times in 
the source server. Eventually, at box 1130, the time domain 
server declares the end of the epoch. Eventually, at box 1135, 
the time domain server requests an event, and the Source 
server transmits event 1 at box 1140. Preferably, the source 
server transmits events in chronological order, but a person 
skilled in the art will recognize that events can be transmitted 
in any order. At box 1145, the time domain server processes 
the event. This process repeats for other events (for example, 
as shown in boxes 1150,1155, 1160, 1165, 1170, and 1175), 
until the source server has transmitted all events to the time 
domain server. 

I0083. Although FIG.11 shows the individual events 1115, 
1120, and 1125 being transmitted to the time domain server, 
the events transmitted to the time domain server can be com 
pressed, as described above with reference to FIG. 7. That is, 
the events transmitted in boxes 1140, 1155, and 1170 can be 
compressed events, including information from more than 
one individual event. 
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0084. Although FIGS. 10-11 show the time domain server 
only interacting with the source server, the time domain 
server is also capable of interacting with clients, to allow 
clients to access, copy, restore, etc. files stored by the time 
domain server. This is shown in FIG. 12. In FIG. 12, time 
domain server 1005 includes client request handler 1205, 
which allows client 120 to interface with time domain server 
1005. Preferably, client request handler 1205 provides a 
browser interface to time domain server 1005, as a browser 
interface is independent of any particular hardware or soft 
ware on either time domain server 1005 or client 120, but 
hardware/software-specific implementations of client 
request handler 1205 are possible. 
0085 Client request handler 1205 allows clients to request 
access to files. In a preferred embodiment, client request 
handler 1205 also handles all requests to the source server, 
and is implemented in such a way that client 120 is not even 
aware that time domain server 1005 resides between client 
120 and the source server. 
I0086. An advantage of having client request handler 1205 
act as a gateway between client 120 and the source server is 
that client request handler can integrate data from time 
domain server 1005 with data from the source server. To 
accomplish this integration, when client 120 makes a request, 
the request is forwarded to the source server and to search 
database manager 1045. Search database manager 1045 
requests all files satisfying the query that client 120 is entitled 
to access (using the access control information associated 
with each file to determine which files client 120 is entitled to 
access). The results of the query returned from search data 
base manager 1045 are integrated with the results of the query 
returned from the source server. 
0087 An example of this process is shown in FIG. 13. In 
FIG. 13, the user has requested a listing of all files in direc 
tory/usr/smith. The query is forwarded to both the source 
server and the search database manager, as described above. 
The source server returns that/usr/smith has two subdirecto 
ries dir1 and dir2. Directory/usr/smith/dirl has two files in it: 
file1.txt and file2.txt. Directory/usr/smith/dir2 has one file in 
it: file3.txt. Similarly, the query is passed to the search data 
base manager, which returns the same directory structure, but 
a different file list. The search database manager reports that 
there are two archived versions of file1.txt in directory/usr/ 
jsmith/dir1, one archived version of file2.txt in directory/usr/ 
jsmith/dir1, and two archived versions of file3.txt in/usr/ 
jSmith/dir2. The search database manager also reports that 
there is an archived version of file file4.txt in/usr/smith/dir2. 
a file which is not reported by the source server (perhaps the 
file was deleted from the source server since the last time the 
time domain server requested events from the source server). 
0088. The client request handler integrates all of the data, 
which is shown in display 1305 of FIG. 13. Note that rows 
1310 indicate to the user that file1.txt is in/usr/smith/dir1. 
and that there are two archived versions of the file. Similarly, 
rows 1315 and 1320 present information about available ver 
sions of file2.txt in/usr/ismith/dir1 and file3.txt in/usr/smith/ 
dir2. Finally, note row 1325, which shows the old version of 
file4.txt available. 

0089. The client can then request to access one of the files. 
If the client requests to access one of the files on the source 
server, the request is forwarded to the source server for pro 
cessing. Where the request is forwarded to the source server, 
whether the request is allowed or not is determined by the 
Source server. For example, if the user has permission to read 
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from the file but not to write to the file, the source server is left 
to determine whether the access request is a read or write 
request. 
0090. If the client requests to access a file from the time 
domain server, then the time domain server processes the 
request. The access control information stored in the database 
is used to determine if the request is permitted, in the same 
way that the Source server would process a request. But in 
addition, the policy manager is accessed to determine if the 
type of operation requested by the client is permitted. For 
example, the client might request to restore an older version 
of the file to the source server, or to make a local copy of the 
older version of the file on the client machine, among other 
requests. Whether these types of requests are permitted is 
determined by the policy on the time domain server. 
(0091 Although FIG. 13 shows the result of a query for 
files in a directory, a person skilled in the art will recognize 
that the query can take on otherforms. For example, the query 
can request all files created on or after a certain date. Or the 
query can request all files including a search term. Other 
queries are also possible. 
0092 FIGS. 14A-14C show a flowchart of the procedure 
for storing changes on the time domain server of FIG. 10, 
according to an embodiment of the invention. At step 1405, 
the time domain server declares the start of an epoch. At step 
1410, the time domain server declares the end of the epoch. 
As should be apparent, steps 1405 and 1410 do not have to 
occur in short proximity of time, but can be separated by any 
desired length of time: an hour, a day, a week, etc. At step 
1415, the time domain server requests an event from the 
source server. At step 1420, the source server checks to see if 
there was an event during the epoch. If the Source server 
reports that there are no remaining events during the epoch, 
then the time domain server has finished updating the source 
server version storage. 
0093. On the other hand, if the source server indicates that 
there was an event, then at step 1425 (FIG. 14B) the time 
domain server accesses a policy for the source server. At step 
1430, the time domain server checks to see if the policy 
indicates that the file should be stored in the source server 
version storage. If so, then at step 1435, the file is copied from 
the source server. At step 1440, the file is stored in the source 
server version storage, versioned by the timestamp (so that 
different versions of the same file can be stored at the same 
time). At step 1445, the file and its contents are indexed in the 
search database. At step 1450, the access control information 
for the file is copied from the source server, and at step 1455 
(FIG. 14C) the access control information for the file is 
stored. 

0094. At step 1460, the time domain server determines if 
there is an earlier version of the file. At step 1465, assuming 
there is an earlier version of the file, the time domain server 
checks the policy to determine if the earlier version of the file 
should be removed. As discussed above, the policy can indi 
cate that archived files should be removed after a certain 
duration of time, or if there are too many versions of the file, 
among other reasons. If the earlier version of the file is to be 
removed, then at step 1470 the earlier version is removed. At 
step 1475, the time domain server notifies the source server 
that the event can be removed, and processing returns to step 
1415 of FIG. 14A. 
0.095 A person skilled in the art will recognize that the 
flowchart shown in FIGS. 14A-14C is one of many different 
sequences of steps that can be used to achieve the same 
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results. For example, steps 1460-1470 can be performed sepa 
rately on every file in the source server version storage after 
all events are processed, as the policy might require the 
removal of a file for which no event was received from the 
SOUC SV. 

0096 FIGS. 15A-15C show a flowchart of the procedure 
for responding to a query from a client by the time domain 
server of FIG. 10, according to an embodiment of the inven 
tion. At step 1505, the time domain server receives a query 
from a client. At step 1510, the query is passed to the search 
database manager, to search the database of the Volume and 
satisfy the query. At step 1515, the time domain server uses 
access control information for the files found by the search 
database manager to limit the result to files the client can 
access. At step 1520, the query is forwarded to the source 
server, and at step 1525 the time domain server receives a list 
of files from the Source serversatisfying the query. 
0097. At step 1530 (FIG. 15B) the lists of files returned 
from the search database manager and the Source server are 
combined. At step 1535, the combined list offiles is presented 
to the client. At step 1540, the time domain server receives a 
request from the client to access a file. At step 1545, the time 
domain server determines if the request involves a file in the 
source server version storage. If not, then at step 1550, the 
time domain server passes the request to the source server, 
and processing is complete. 
0098. If the request involves a file in the source server 
version storage, then at step 1555 (FIG.15C) the time domain 
server accesses a policy governing the source server. At step 
1560, the time domain server determines if the policy permits 
the request. If the policy permits the request, then at step 1565 
the time domain server performs the request (which may 
involve overwriting a file: e.g., if the client requests an older 
version of the file replace the version of the file on the source 
server). Otherwise, at step 1570 the time domain server 
denies the request. 
0099. A person skilled in the art will recognize that an 
embodiment of the invention described above may be imple 
mented using a Suitably programmed computer. In that case, 
the method is embodied as instructions that comprise a pro 
gram (in this case, instructing a central processing unit how to 
execute other programs). The program may be stored on 
computer-readable media, Such as floppy disks, optical disks 
(such as compact discs), fixed disks (such as hard drives), 
random access memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), 
or flash memory. The program may then be executed on a 
computer to implement the method. A person skilled in the art 
will also recognize that an embodiment of the invention 
described above may include a computer-readable modulated 
carrier signal, and that the program, or portions of its execu 
tion, may be distributed over multiple computers in a net 
work. 
0100 Having illustrated and described the principles of 
the invention in an embodiment thereof, it should be readily 
apparent to those skilled in the art that the invention may be 
modified in arrangement and detail without departing from 
Such principles. All modifications coming within the spirit 
and scope of the accompanying claims are claimed. 

1. A computer-implemented method for using an event 
System, comprising: 

receiving a start epoch declaration from a computer oper 
ated by a consumer; 

beginning an epoch for the consumer at a time of receiving 
the start epoch declaration; and 
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ending the epoch for the consumer at a time of receiving an 
end epoch declaration from the consumer. 

2. A computer-implemented method according to claim 1, 
wherein the start epoch declaration comprises a first start 
epoch declaration, the consumer comprises a first consumer, 
the epoch comprises a first epoch, and the end epoch decla 
ration comprises a first end epoch declaration, the method 
further comprising: 

receiving a second start epoch declaration from a second 
computer operated by a second consumer; 

beginning a second epoch for the second consumer at a 
time of receiving the second start epoch declaration, and 
without receiving the first end epoch declaration for the 
first epoch; and 

ending the second epochata time of receiving a second end 
epoch declaration from the second consumer. 

3. An apparatus for using an event system, the apparatus 
comprising: 

an epoch storage configured to store at least one first active 
epoch and a second active epoch; 

the first active epoch created by a first start epoch declara 
tion and remaining active until a first end epoch decla 
ration; and 

the second active epoch created by a second start epoch 
declaration and remaining active until a second end 
epoch declaration; 

wherein the first start epoch declaration is issued at a time 
of the start of the first active epoch and the first end epoch 
declaration is issued at a time of the end of the first active 
epoch. 

4. An apparatus according to claim 3, wherein the second 
start epoch declaration is issued at a time of the start of the 
second active epoch and the second end epoch declaration is 
issued at a time of the end of the second active epoch. 

5. An apparatus according to claim 3, further comprising: 
a Volume; 
a file system for the Volume, configured to report an event; 
an event storage; and 
an event list manager configured to receive the event from 

the file system, store the event in the event storage, and 
associate the event with at least one epoch active when 
the event occurred. 

6. An apparatus according to claim 5, wherein the event list 
manager is configured to associate the event with at least the 
first active epoch in the epoch storage if the first active epoch 
is active when the event occurs and the second active epoch if 
the second active epoch is active when the event occurs. 

7. An apparatus according to claim 6, wherein the event is 
associated with at least the first active epoch or the second 
active epoch. 

8. An apparatus according to claim 5, wherein the event list 
manager is configured to compress the event with a second 
event stored in the event storage, and wherein the event list 
manager is configured to assign a unique epoch number to at 
least one of the first and second active epochs thereby giving 
a user an impression of being a sole consumer of events. 

9. An apparatus according to claim 5, further comprising: 
an interface with the event list manager, wherein after the 

user issues at least one of the first and second end epoch 
declarations, the interface enables the user to access the 
event that was associated with the corresponding active 
epoch while the epoch was active. 
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10. An apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the inter 
face enables the user to issue one of the start epoch declara 
tions without issuing any end epoch declaration. 

11. A computer-implemented method for using an event 
System, comprising: 

receiving a first start epoch declaration from a first com 
puter operated by a first consumer; 

beginning a first epoch for the first consumer at a time of 
receiving the first start epoch declaration; 

receiving a second start epoch declaration from a second 
computer operated by a second consumer; 

beginning a second epoch for the second consumer at a 
time of receiving the second start epoch declaration, and 
without receiving an end epoch declaration; 

maintaining the first epoch as active until receiving an end 
epoch declaration from the first consumer, 

maintaining the second epoch as active until receiving an 
end epoch declaration from the second consumer; 

ending the first epoch at a time of receiving the end epoch 
declaration from the first consumer; and 

ending the second epoch at a time of receiving the end 
epoch declaration from the second consumer. 

12. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
11, further comprising: 

receiving an event from a file system as the event occurs; 
storing the event in an event list; 
associating the event with the first epoch if the first epoch 

is active when the event occurs; 
associating the event with the second epoch if the second 

epoch is active when the event occurs; 
changing a state of the first epoch to in-use after ending the 

first epoch; and 
reading an event associated with the first epoch from the 

event list after ending the first epoch and sending the 
associated event to the first computer operated by the 
first consumer. 

13. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
11, wherein receiving the first start epoch declaration 
includes receiving the first start epoch declaration from the 
first consumer using non-proprietary application program 
interfaces (APIs). 

14. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
11, wherein receiving the second start epoch declaration 
includes receiving the second start epoch declaration from the 
second consumer using non-proprietary application program 
interfaces (APIs). 

15. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
11, wherein: 

beginning the first epoch includes beginning the first epoch 
for the first consumer at a first time; and 

beginning the second epoch includes beginning the second 
epoch for the second consumer at a second time. 

16. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
15, wherein: 

ending the first active epoch includes ending the first active 
epoch for the first consumer at a third time; and 

ending the second active epoch includes ending the second 
active epoch for the second consumer at a fourth time. 

17. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
12, wherein: 

receiving the event includes receiving the event from the 
file system for a Volume; and 

storing the event includes storing the event in the event list 
on the volume. 
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18. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
12, wherein storing the event includes storing the event in the 
event list implemented as a b-tree. 

19. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
12, further comprising removing the association of the event 
with the first epoch. 

20. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
19, wherein removing the association of the event with the 
first epoch includes removing the event from the event list if 
the event is not associated with the second epoch. 

21. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
19, wherein removing the association of the event with the 
first epoch includes removing the event responsive to a mes 
sage from the first consumer that the event can be removed. 

22. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
12, wherein reading the event associated with the first epoch 
includes reading the associated event from the event list using 
non-proprietary application program interfaces (APIs). 

23. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
12, further comprising processing the associated event asso 
ciated with the first epoch by the first consumer. 

24. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
12, wherein: 

the method further comprises receiving a request for the 
associated event associated with the first epoch from the 
first consumer; and 

reading the event associated with the first epoch and send 
ing the event associated with the first epoch are respon 
sive to the request for the associated event. 

25. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
12, wherein storing the event includes: 

determining that the event affects an object of the file 
system and that a second event affects the object of the 
file system; 

determining that the event and the second event are com 
pressible; and 

compressing the event and the second event. 
26. A computer-implemented method according to claim 

25, wherein the object is one of a file, a directory, and the 
Volume. 

27. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
25, wherein determining that the event and the second event 
are compressible includes: 

determining that the first epoch was active when the event 
occurred; and 

determining that the second event is associated with the 
first active epoch. 

28. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
25, wherein compressing the event and the second event 
includes discarding the event. 

29. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
25, wherein compressing the event and the second event 
further includes storing additional information with the first 
epoch associated with the second event before discarding the 
event. 

30. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
11, further comprising: 

receiving a third start epoch declaration from the first con 
Sumer, 

beginning a third epoch for the first consumer; and 
maintaining the third epoch as active until receiving a third 

end epoch declaration from the first consumer. 
31. A computer-implemented method according to claim 

30, wherein receiving the first end epoch declaration from the 
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first consumer includes receiving the first end epoch declara 
tion before receiving the third start epoch declaration from the 
first consumer. 

32. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
30, wherein reading the event associated with the first epoch 
includes reading the event associated with the first epoch after 
beginning the third epoch for the first consumer. 

33. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
30, further comprising removing the association of the event 
with the first epoch. 

34. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
11, further comprising changing a state of the first epoch to a 
not-in-use status if no events are associated with the first 
epoch. 

35. A computer-implemented method according to claim 
12, further comprising: 

receiving a second event as the second event occurs, 
wherein the second event is a different event type than 
the event; 

associating the second event with the first epoch if the first 
epoch is active when the second event occurs; and 

associating the second event with the second epoch if the 
second epoch is active when the second event occurs. 

36. An apparatus for using an event system, the apparatus 
comprising: 

a Volume; 
a file system for the Volume, configured to report an event 

as the event occurs; 
an event Storage; 
an epoch storage configured to store a first active epoch and 

a second active epoch, the first active epoch created by a 
first start epoch declaration and remaining active until a 
first end epoch declaration, the second active epoch cre 
ated by a second start epoch declaration and remaining 
active until a second end epoch declaration; and 

an event list manager configured to receive the event from 
the file system, store the event in the event storage, and 
associate the event with the first active epoch in the 
epoch storage if the first active epoch is active when the 
event occurs, and to associate the event with the second 
active epoch if the second active epoch is active when the 
event occurs, 

wherein a state of the first epoch is changed to in-use and 
maintained in the epoch storage responsive to the first 
end epoch declaration, and wherein a state of the second 
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epoch is changed to in-use and maintained in the epoch 
storage responsive to the second end epoch declaration. 

37. An article drawn from the set including floppy disks, 
optical disks, fixed disks, random access memory, read-only 
memory, or flash memory, comprising a machine-accessible 
medium having associated instructions that, when executed, 
results in a machine: 

receiving a first start epoch declaration from a first com 
puter operated by a first consumer; 

beginning a first epoch for the first consumer at a time of 
receiving the first start epoch declaration; 

receiving a second start epoch declaration from a second 
computer operated by a second consumer; 

beginning a second epoch for the second consumer at a 
time of receiving the second start epoch declaration, and 
without receiving an end epoch declaration for the first 
epoch; 

maintaining the first epoch as active until receiving an end 
epoch declaration from the first consumer, 

maintaining the second epoch as active until receiving an 
end epoch declaration from the second consumer, 

ending the first epoch at a time of receiving the end epoch 
declaration from the first consumer; and 

ending the second epoch at a time of receiving the end 
epoch declaration from the second consumer. 

38. An article according to claim 37, the machine-acces 
sible medium having further associated data that, when 
accessed, result in the machine: 

receiving an event from a file system as the event occurs; 
storing the event in an event list: 
associating the event with the first epoch if the first epoch 

is active when the event occurs; 
associating the event with the second epoch if the second 

epoch is active when the event occurs; 
changing a state of the first epoch to in-use after ending the 

first epoch; and 
reading an event associated with the first epoch from the 

event list after ending the first epoch and sending the 
associated event to the first computer operated by the 
first consumer. 

39. An article according to claim 38, the machine-acces 
sible medium having further associated data that, when 
accessed, result in the machine removing the association of 
the event with the first epoch. 
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